
Holy Spirit’s Explosive Era Begins! 
Tim Sheets

Holy Spirit says,  

“You're moving into the explosive era of Holy Spirit power. My 
dunamis will activate and explosive energy will come upon My 
remnant. I will now reintroduce Holy Spirit to the world. He will 
now be revealed in new ways and through My people as the 
Mighty One of Heaven filled with power. You are now entering 
into the glorious season of Holy Spirit's explosive power.  
It will be seen, felt, and it will invade the earth revealing 
mightiness that prevails. For you have seen the incendiaries in 
the natural realm. Now watch the incendiaries in the Spirit realm. 
Now I am bringing fire and activating My dynamite. You are 
entering the time of the fireworks of the Kingdom of God. For you 
have seen the fireworks of your adversaries and now you will 
see Holy Spirit’s fireworks. You will see the firepower of the 
Ekklesia. 

It will not be fireworks of grandeur in the sky, streaking and 
falling to the earth for show. No, it will be fireworks of explosive 
power raining upon thrones of iniquity. My fireworks will explode 
against demon princes. My firepower will explode, preparing the 
way for My Kingdom's invasion of the earth. My power will 
explode against rulers of darkness. They can scatter. They can 
run, but they can't hide. My Warriors will find them. 

I am coming to explode against and destroy the works of hell. 
This is not something I wish for. This is something I have 
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planned for. Holy Spirit has now released weapons of war 
reserved for your time. New weapons are going off in the Spirit 
realm.  

Hear the sound of air raids. Holy Spirit now declares, activate the 
air raids. Energize the word missiles. Empower the word bombs 
of the Ekklesia with dunamis. Fuel the word decrees of the 
King's Ekklesia with explosive power to demolish demonic 
blockades and open the beachheads. 
For as surely as fire rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah, I will 
rain my fire on entrenched iniquity that has raised itself against 
Me. The combatants aligned with the forever loser, who mocked 
Me, will feel the explosive power of My might. For this day I am 
releasing angels of war who will confuse the camps of My 
enemies. 

Watch, says the Lord of hosts, as the enemies of My Kingdom 
begin to fight one another. I decree the enemy will begin to 
declare friendly fire. Friendly fire has engaged. They will fight 
one another, says the Lord. I will divide their language and they 
will tear down their evil towers themselves. Watch… First will 
come the implosion, then will come My explosions. I will not be 
mocked, says the Lord. 

I will not let My heirs be bullied. My power cannot be resisted. I 
will not relent. For I have heard the decrees of faithful remnants 
who have executed what I say. Holy Spirit has filled their voice 
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with dunamis. Decrees of faith will explode against strongholds. 
They will explode against schemes of evil. They will explode 
against garrisons hiding the enemies of My Kingdom. I say the 
prevailing nature of King Jesus, who always prevails, is now 
filling the heart of the mouth of My heirs. Bold determination will 
now fill them. 

The warriors of My Kingdom will now march and activate through 
Holy Spirit power, through baptisms of the Holy Spirit, word 
bombs. Word bombs from My glory dome against hell's kingdom. 
And earth's kingdom will shift from darkness to light. Verbal 
missiles will be fired, launched against the enemy by My 
Ekklesia, empowered by Holy Spirit. Verbal prophetic missiles, 
targeting Holy Spirit planned attacks in the Spirit realm, targeting 
demonic princes, powers, rulers of darkness, targeting spiritual 
wickedness in high places. Yes, My word bombs will go off. 
Angels, directed by Holy One, are lighting the fuses. I say, says 
the Lord, now will be seen the foreordained plans of a special, 
powerful, New Testament Pentecost. The season of the Holy 
Spirit's explosive power through the King's Ekklesia, this season 
now activates. Angel warriors will join forces with My heirs, and 
they will join with explosive power activated by the Holy Spirit for 
such a time as this. Supernatural power to reign will now 
manifest as My glory intensifies. Power that brought order to a 
mud ball will be seen on earth again as now Holy Spirit activates 
by My power to bring order and alignment and powerful displays 
of My creative abilities.”
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